Human threat learning is associated with gut microbiota composition
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Abstract

The ability to learn about threat and safety is critical for survival. Studies in rodent models have shown that the gut microbiota can modulate such behaviors. In humans, evidence showing an association with threat or extinction learning is lacking. Here, we tested whether individual variability in threat and extinction learning was related to gut microbiota composition in healthy adults. We found that threat, but not extinction learning, varies with individuals’ microbiome composition. Our results provide evidence that the gut microbiota is associated with excitatory threat learning across species.
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Significance Statement:
Learning about threats and safety is critical for survival, and studies in rodent models have shown that the gut microbiota can modulate such behaviors. Although previous literature on humans shows a relationship between emotional circuits and gut microbiota, the evidence linking learning and microbiota is lacking. In a Pavlovian threat conditioning paradigm, we show that patterns of gut microbiota composition in healthy humans relate to their patterns of threat learning, but not safety learning. Our findings suggest one mechanism by which the human gut microbiota may be associated with anxiety-related behaviors.

Introduction

Studies in rodents have demonstrated that the gut microbiota—the collective of all microorganisms that inhabit the host’s large intestine—can modulate hippocampal and amygdala-dependent learning as well as anxiety-like behaviors (1). For example, rodents treated with probiotics—live bacteria—show better memory and decreased anxiety-like behaviors compared with non-treated or germ-free groups (mice lacking gut microbiota) (2–5). Furthermore, probiotic administration can have anxiolytic effects and reverse memory impairments observed after protocols of gut infection (through the administration of pathogenic bacteria) or chronic stress (6, 7).

One clinically relevant learning mechanism related to anxiety phenotypes is the ability to form associations with threat and safety outcomes. Studies in rodents have investigated threat and safety learning using Pavlovian threat acquisition and extinction tasks, respectively. Manipulations of gut microbiota through probiotics and heat-killed bacteria facilitate threat acquisition in rodents, as measured by enhanced defensive responses to threatful cues and contexts (3–5). However, for extinction learning, results have been less consistent, with some showing extinction impairment or persistence of defensive responses (3, 5), others facilitation (6, 7), and still others no effect (4) for safety learning after microbiota manipulations.

In humans, evidence linking threat and safety learning and microbiota composition is scarce and indirect. Both threat and safety learning (8) and gut microbiota profiles (9) are altered in anxiety patients compared to healthy individuals, and neuroimaging studies have shown an association between functional and structural brain circuits of threat processing and microbiota composition (10, 11). These previous studies suggest that there might be microbiota patterns associated with threat and safety learning in humans, but they do not directly assess this relationship. In the present study, we sought to test this possibility.
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Fig. 1. (A) Threat conditioning task. Acquisition: Participants were shown two fear faces. One picture, the conditioned stimulus (CS+ no shock, 15 trials) was contingently paired with a mild electric shock to participants’ wrist (CS+ shock, 9 trials) according to a partial reinforcement schedule, while the other was never paired with shock (CS-, 15 trials). Extinction: Immediately following acquisition, participants were presented with the CS+ and CS– (16 trials) without shock. Recovery: After 24 hours, CS+ and CS– were presented without shock (10 trials each). (B) Skin conductance responses during threat conditioning for nonshocked CS+ and CS– trials. *faces reprinted with permission from the Paul Ekman Group.

Methods and results

One hundred and twenty-seven healthy individuals (final sample size of 117 participants, see Extended Methods (EM) for inclusion criteria) underwent a Pavlovian threat conditioning paradigm, while skin conductance responses (SCR) were recorded as a readout of defensive responses (Fig. 1).

After the first session day or the next morning, participants provided a stool sample for 16S ribosomal RNA gene amplicon...
Fig. 3. Feature importance tables for threat acquisition. Tables depict the top 10 features predicting threat acquisition according to random forest model ($R^2 = 0.027$, $P = 0.022$). Importance scores were calculated by % increase in mean square error.

sequencing. Questionnaires were administered to assess factors that have been previously associated with gut microbiota composition, referred to as control variables: age, gender, BMI, human milk feeding versus formula, mode of birth, exercise, current pet cohabitation, childhood pet cohabitation, and diet. These variables were controlled for by adding them to the permutational multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) and random forest models.

From the normalized SCR data, we calculated threat acquisition, extinction learning, and recovery indexes (see EM). Furthermore, since threat learning paradigms engage a combination of excitatory (i.e., updating due to presence of shock) and inhibitory (i.e., updating due to absence of shock) learning processes, we evaluated individuals’ bias to learn from the presence or absence of aversive outcomes. We fit a hybrid reinforcement model to the trial-by-trial SCR data from acquisition and extinction (see EM) and extracted each participant’s excitatory and inhibitory learning rates. This allowed us to quantify individual differences in the latent processes that underlie excitatory and inhibitory threat learning.

We performed taxonomic profiling on our sequenced dataset and calculated associated ecological metrics from participants’ profiles. There was no association between gut microbiota alpha diversity (species inverse Simpson index) and any threat learning parameters. Next, we performed a PERMANOVA ($n = 999$ permutations) on genus level, weighted UniFrac beta diversities (see EM) in a multivariable model for each threat learning parameter with control variables. We found significant associations for the threat acquisition index (weighted UniFrac $R^2 = 0.045$, $P = 0.012$) and excitatory learning rates (weighted UniFrac $R^2 = 0.041$, $P = 0.009$) (see EM Tables S3a and b). These results suggest that participants who show a different index of threat acquisition and excitatory learning also show different patterns of microbiota composition (Fig. 2).

To identify specific taxa associated with individuals’ threat acquisition index and excitatory learning, we used generalized linear models implemented in MaAsLin2 (see EM). Relative abundance of three taxa showed a significant relationship (FDR $q < 0.2$) with participants’ acquisition index: UBA1819 (an unclassified Faecalibacterium taxon), Tyzzerella _3, and Bacteroides. However, these did not remain individually significant in a robustness analysis (see EM), and their linear associations were likely outlier-driven.

To test for multivariable associations, we implemented a random forest classifier (see EM) across the same set of genus abundances. In agreement with our PERMANOVA results, the model significantly associated overall microbial community composition with threat acquisition index ($R^2 = 0.027$, $P = 0.022$). The top eight taxa included Butyrivibrio, Agathobacter, Alistipes, Pho
The association found between gut microbiota and learned defensive responses aligns with previous research in rodents and humans. In rodents, the absence of gut microbiota and the administration of probiotics alter defensive responses during threat acquisition [2, 7]. In humans, differences in gut microbiota have been associated with structural differences in the amygdala and differences in the functional connectivity in neural networks related to emotional processing and fear [10, 11, 12]. Even though these previous studies were small in sample size, conducted in diverse populations (i.e., infants, adult women, obese adults, or patients with GI symptoms), and used different methods of characterizing gut microbiota composition [10], these findings support the idea that the gut microbiota composition is associated with neural circuits implicated in threat acquisition and its expression.

Anxiety disorders have been associated with both enhanced acquisition of defensive responses to potential threats (excitatory learning) and impaired safety learning (inhibitory learning) [8]. Threat acquisition and extinction are mediated by overlapping but distinct, neural circuits [13]. The current results suggest that the relation between anxiety and microbiota composition in humans may depend more on variation in the amygdala-dependent acquisition of learned defensive responses than on the ventral prefrontal inhibitory circuits underlying extinction/inhibitory learning and recovery of defensive responses [12].

Although theoretical pathways linking brain circuits of threat acquisition and gut microbiota have been suggested [2], our results do not indicate specific mechanisms by which the gut microbiota might relate to threat circuits or even the specific direction of potential causality. In our dataset, no clear associations were found between individual taxon abundances and skin conductance responses, but rather broad microbiota patterns were indirectly associated. The associations found in our dataset may rely on microbial chemical products or functions shared by multiple taxa or external influences that affect both the microbiome and the threat acquisition. Alternatively, we may have lacked the power to find individual relationships with specific taxa. Larger study populations and the use of methods focused on microbiota functional profiling (metagenomics, transcriptomics, and metabolomics) could help identify potential mechanisms underlying current findings.

Even though our data cannot speak to an underlying mechanism, one possible biological pathway for this interaction is the influence of the gut microbiota on the host's immune system and the effect of systemic inflammation on mood and anxiety symptoms [14]. For example, a recent meta-analysis showed that patients with psychiatric illnesses such as depression and anxiety possessed an inflammatory phenotype associated with an enrichment of proinflammatory bacteria and depletion of anti-inflammatory butyrate-producing bacteria when compared with healthy individuals [15]. Although some of the taxa identified by our random forest model have been previously associated with anti-inflammatory activity (i.e., *Butyrivibrio, Faecalibacterium*, and *Bacteroides*), there is a need for a larger cohort that expands the range of baseline microbial configurations—especially for low prevalence taxa—to confirm (or deny) the associations with defensive responses found here.

The present study found that gut microbiota composition in humans is associated with threat acquisition and excitatory learning using two omnibus microbiome analysis techniques (PERMANOVA and random forest analyses), which controlled for confounding factors associated with microbiota composition (age, gender, BMI, human milk feeding versus formula, mode of birth, exercise, current pet cohabitation, childhood pet cohabitation, and diet).

Although our sample only included healthy adults, the findings suggest that enhanced excitatory threat learning may be one factor contributing to the association between anxiety and gut microbiota. Emerging evidence linking the gut microbiome to mental health harbors the potential for innovative treatment approaches. However, it is necessary to determine the unique and modifiable factors that underlie this relationship. This finding represents a step in this direction by linking a specific learning component of an anxiety phenotype with overall microbiome composition in adult humans.
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